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Teen of the month
Upcoming Programs

Aaron Elhers. is 15 and a freshman in high
school. He has been going to the library for
the past two years. When he is not at the
library he enjoys riding his bike and
watching T.V especially the show “Fresh
Off the Boat”

Saturday Nov, 5, Wii
Gaming, 1 Pm
Thursday Nov, 17, 4:30
Keeter Teen Writers class.
Saturday Nov,19, Teen Art,
1-2:30

Interview with a local band Also Us.
Also Us is a local band from Saginaw TX, consisting
currently of two members David Prates on drums
and Jordan Redd on guitar and vocals.

How long have you been a band?
A little under a year.
How did y’all meet?
Me and David met in middle school when I
noticed he had like a picture of one of my favorite
bands in his binder and it just kind of went from
there.

Favorite show played?
Probably the Tooth & Nail show that happened on
June 9th 2016.

Are you working on any new material?
Me and David are working on a few new songs
and I’ve been writing every night for the past
week.

How did you come up with the band name?
I was always the last picked for everything. Growing
up I was never wanted to be a part of a group, and I
always felt left out and I know there’s a lot of other
people that feel that way and go through things like
that. And so the band name calls out everyone that
was just like me and this is us calling out to anyone
that’s felt left out and just offering a welcoming
community and outlet to everyone.

Biggest influences?
Joyce Manor, The Front Bottoms, La Dispute.

What made you want to play music?
To be honest when we were kids the rebellious
stereotype of being a musician really drew us in and
then it just got turned in to an outlet for us to just
let loose and blow all our emotions out onto a
stage.
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Sing Street movie preview.
Sing street is a comedy-drama that
revolves around a teenage guy that
starts a band to impress a girl. This
movie takes place is the mid-80s in
Dublin, Ireland. The main character
Connor is taken out of his expensive
private school and sent to a free state
school that is horrible and he gets
bullied often by the principle and the
school bully. The bright part of his
day is when he meets Ralphina who is
an aspiring model. Connor decides to
start a band with his classmates to
impress Ralphina and get her to star
in their music video. Connor
Drawing
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Other Articles
New Material
DVDs
Hunt for the Wilderpeople
Me Before You

Halloween party costume
participants.

Books
Goldenhand
The Hammer of Thor
Rock N Roll Rebel
The Lizard of Oz
The Fever Code
Something in Between
Steeplejack
The Last True Love Story
Frost Like Night
Tales of the Peculiar
Love & Gelato
The Last Star

